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Executive Summary
In this report, Africa No Filter (ANF) leverages Twitter to find out conversations that
dominated the platform whenever Africa and/or any of its 54 countries were
mentioned in September, October and November 2021. We analyzed 8,875,448
unique tweets mentioning “Africa” or/and any of the 54 African countries to inform
this analysis.

Top Hashtags
Hashtags are one of the ways people amplify voices for a shared interest. In this
section, we look at the most popular hashtags tagged with each country. In most
cases, there is a unique hashtag for one country, but in some cases, the same
hashtag is shared by several countries.

Sports-related hashtags were the most popular in 16/54 countries. #WCQ2022 for
“World Cup Qualifiers 2022” was the most popular sports-related hashtag in 11
countries, this was followed by #Cricket in 3 countries, and #T20WorldCup (ICC
Men's T20 World Cup) in 2 countries. This goes to show the love for sport on the
continent.

Hashtags about the conflict in Tigray trended in 11/54 countries.
#StopTigrayFamine dominated conversations in Kenya and Ethiopia, followed by
#UnityforEthiopia in 2 countries. Then #StopTurkeyDroneSale,
#StopBombingTigray, #TPLFoolingSudan, #TigrayCantWait, #TPLFTerroristGroup
and#AtrocitiesByTPLF all trended in one country each. From the hashtags, it is clear
people are demanding an end to the conflict.

In the third palace are Climate-related and Job-related hashtags.#COP26 trended in
2 countries and #SaveCongoRainforest in DRC. Contrary to the narrative that
Africans are quiet about climate conversations, Africans are interested in the topic
as indicated. #Somalijobs and #Newjobs each trended in one country.

The fourth most popular topic is music, which trended as #Music in Nigeria and
#GhanaMusic in Ghana.
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The rest of the hashtags in the top 10 are unique to one country each. There was
##Unlimited_Internet_In_Egypt in Egypt as a call for unlimited internet access in
the country; #Omicron in Botswana following the announcement of the new variant
that was initially reported to be originating from South Africa and Botswana.
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What Interested People the Most about Africa
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To get a sense of what interested the world the most about Africa, we looked at the
Top 10 most liked tweets. The new Covid variant, Omicron, caused a stir, appearing
in three out of ten tweets in the first, second and fourth most-liked tweets. While
News articles initially suggested that the variant originated in South Africa - which
turned out not to be true - some three tweets praised South Africa for having the
sophisticated technology to perform genomic sequencing.

The third, fifth and seventh most-liked tweets featured images of a Kenyan
photographer holding two plates of food, the Pyramids of Giza and Miss Universe
Ghana. The sixth tweet highlighted the hunger crisis in Durban, South Africa,
following the COVID pandemic. The eighth tweet mentioned that Sierra Leone,
which means Mountain of Lion, is a good name for a country.

The ninth tweet, by The New York Times, announced that the first-ever Malaria
vaccine had been approved by the World Health Organization, while the tenth tweet
was about climate change "Africa produces 4% of global emissions. Studies say
places least responsible for the crisis will suffer its worst effects."

Twitter
Account

Tweet Likes

Joshua Potash If you're seeing that Omicron is from South Africa, this
might help. https://t.co/Tl8NIoAY6J

218884

Megan Ranney
MD MPH

We all owe South Africa a thank you and an apology.
https://t.co/ed0Gq4oIyN

163243

Mzee Edd UK and American Twitter arguing about feeding
photographer. Meanwhile in Kenya
https://t.co/HryqmoU0Qr

116292

Ingrid Katz I want to be clear about the nu variant. We know what
we know BECAUSE South Africa has invested in
advanced genomic sequencing. We owe them a debt of
gratitude - not punishment. Transparency is critical in a
global pandemic. We need to support these efforts
collaboratively.

113600

Curiosity The Pyramids Of Egypt https://t.co/XeEmmbivqb 100644
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lol Some of my fans may not know this I’m half South
African, specifically from Durban, South Africa, and the
continent of Africa is experiencing a devastating hunger
crisis. It’s heartbreaking to know that the COVID-19
pandemic has left 41 million people on the brink of
starvation.

85932

Naa Morkor Your new Miss Universe Ghana 2021
https://t.co/cFBN7XTz7g

79656

L. Sierra Leone is actually such a nice name for a country 73968

The New York
Times

Breaking News: The WHO approved the first ever
malaria vaccine, which could save tens of thousands of
children in sub-Saharan Africa. The quest for this
vaccine has been underway for a hundred years, a WHO
official said, and is a "historic event."
https://t.co/i1hcYBhbvb https://t.co/wTNg6xWmzU

72163

Nani The most important sentence in this horrifying reality:
"Africa produces 4% of global emissions. Studies say
places least responsible for the crisis will suffer its worst
effects." https://t.co/gp9f7DfYSm

71336
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Most Liked Pictures
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